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- A CFI entitled “PoEPlus” was held Monday 6:30 to 8:00 PM in the Wyndham hotel
- At one point, the audience was counted at 69 people in the room.
PoEPlus

Presenters

• Daniel Feldman – PowerDsine
• Chris DiMinico – MC Communications
• Mike McCormack – 3Com
PoEPlus Areas of Study

• Higher Power
• Power Forwarding
• Power Redundancy
• Enhancements as may come before the committee
PoEPlus Poll #1

Should we request 802.3 at this meeting to authorize the formation of a Study Group to develop a standards project proposal (PAR and Five Criteria) for enhancements to PoE beyond the specifications of Clause 33?

All present  Y: 43  N: 1  A: 17
802.3 voters  Y: 29  N: 1  A: 10
PoEPlus Poll #2

Should the 802.3 WG form a study group to enhance PoE; I would support and participate in this study group.

Total individuals: 27
Total 802.3 voters: 17
PoEPlus Poll #3

Should the 802.3 WG form a study group to enhance PoE; my company would support and participate in this study group.

Companies: 22
PoEPlus Study Group

Move that 802.3 authorize the formation of a Study Group to develop a standards project proposal (PAR and Five Criteria) for enhancements to PoE beyond the specifications of Clause 33.

Moved: Mike McCormack
Second: Steve Carlson
802.3 voters Y: 34 N: 2 A:4
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